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Capturing core message, simplifying and redrawing

OUTPUTINPUT
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Graphics and content enhancement (1/2)

OUTPUTINPUT
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Graphics and content enhancement (2/2)

OUTPUTINPUT
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Slide creation based on ANY source

OUTPUTINPUT
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Data into charts

OUTPUTINPUT
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Keynote/workshop (1/2)
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Keynote/workshop (2/2)
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Pitch deck/sales (1/2)
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Pitch deck/sales (2/2)

This visual was then used on the client’s website: https://www.orkist.app/

https://www.orkist.app/


ABOUT US



Our structured and client-tailored process ensures you get 
the best results every time

We bring a fresh pair of 

eyes and set the tone 

based on your audience

01 Audience

We identify the key 

messages and craft a 

gripping story

02 Blueprint

We build the deck 

structure and refine the 

content

03 Content

We design the deck

to “sell” your ideas and 

reach your goals 

04 Design
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We have delivered hundreds of successful presentations 
for corporations, SMEs, and entrepreneurs
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And we form partnerships with our clients, understanding 
their business in depth & celebrating their success

Jan has helped our team change our minds and have

a different approach by reaching out to clients with the way we 

communicate and what we communicate.

Greg
ADEN

Peter
SLINGERLAND

Jan and his team will make your slides pop.

I had a good PowerPoint presentation for a keynote talk. 

Jan and his team made the slides GREAT.

Christopher D.
KOLENDA, Ph.D.

Jan really helped me up my presentation game! 

Jan is more than just a vendor; he is a partner in my success.

We’ve worked on a dozen presentations together over the past 4 years.
Aden Leadership

Founder

DQ&A Northern Europe
Managing Director

Strategic Leaders Academy
Founder



Jan Matthew Pochop

jan@pochop.net
www.pochop.net

(408) - 498-7189

We look forward to supporting 
you with your next presentation!


